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Erasable Assignments

\( X \) equals start
registers included
the nature of permanence
the mission
for one purpose
and cannot be shared
it need not be
active in parallel
probably temporary
out means output
thrust equals 55
rolljets equals 6
flagwords freeflag goneby glokfail
kflag lunaflag quitflag
knownflg rndvzflg
sourceflg stateflg
strikflag targ1flg targ2flg
of state without
solar perturbations
moon is sphere of earth
is sphere of influence
Moonbit primary planet
different same
running not running
initiated not initiated
in time critical
not in time critical
allowed not allowed
two jet rcs burn
four jet rcs burn
compute earth
use fixed moon
sighting landmark
sighting star
disregard radar
steering burn